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got a wild stallion in his empty stable and a hot-headed, heavenly-bodied rider sleeping on his couch. But can he
Jack Jack Welch 2003-10-01 In an anticipated book on business management for our time, Jack Welch surveys the

get all three of them through the championship in one piece? This passion he’s found with his rider is

landscape of his career running General Electric, one of the world's largest and most successful corporations. Here

compromising training- and at this level of competition, any distraction is not just unprofessional, but downright

he reveals his philosophy and management style.

deadly...

Afternoon Delight Anne Calhoun 2014-09-16 “Anne Calhoun’s romances define the erotic”* and now the national

Under His Hand Anne Calhoun 2011-01-01 Whenever Tess Weston's Navy SEAL boyfriend, Drew Norwood,

bestselling author of Uncommon Passion serves up a delicious new novella of savory food and hungry men—and

returned from a mission, their lovemaking was always hot and intense. It made Tess feel what it meant to be

one woman’s challenge to get creative with each… Sarah Naylor, food truck co-owner and recent Manhattan

female at its most primitive. Taken. Possessed. But Drew's latest unexpected reappearance is different. He's filled

transplant, savors each moment of her new job—whether it’s refining the truck's menu, learning the city, or

with raw need for Tess – and anger that she has left the windows open in her rough neighborhood, the one thing

spending afternoons in bed with the hot paramedic who's fast becoming her favorite customer. Tim Cannon spends

he made her promise never to do. Independent Tess can't believe Drew wants to follow through on his threat to

his days sprinting from one emergency to the next. He eats like he works—at top speed—somewhere along the

spank her for defying him...but she's also intrigued. Can Tess trust him enough to let Drew dominate her body and

line he lost his ability to enjoy life's simple pleasures. Hooking up with Sarah is just another way to cope with the

her heart?

stress of his job, until their afternoon trysts coax Tim into enjoying everything he's avoided. Can Tim learn to

The Oxford Book of American Essays Brander Matthews 1914

balance his job saving lives with the everyday delights that make life worth living? If anyone can teach him, it’s

It's Complicated Danah Boyd 2014-02-25 Surveys the online social habits of American teens and analyzes the role

Sarah…. INCLUDES A BONUS EXCERPT OF ANNE CALHOUN’S THE LIST, AVAILABLE IN 2015 FOR THE

technology and social media plays in their lives, examining common misconceptions about such topics as identity,

FIRST TIME IN PRINT Praise for Afternoon Delight "A beautifully balanced romance with lush, confident

privacy, danger, and bullying.

characters...Calhoun has written a story that is rich in detail, deep in description, and yummy in details."—Heroes

Simply Scandalous Kate Pearce 2013 Entering his stepmother's Pleasure House, a welcome distraction for his war-

and Heartbreakers Praise for Anne Calhoun “Anne Calhoun…tugs at your heart.”—Jill Shalvis, New York Times

weary heart, Richard Ross is shocked to encounter former spy Violet LeNy, a master of deception and seduction

bestselling author “Uncommonly good storytelling.”—Beth Kery, New York Times bestselling author

who once betrayed him--and who now needs his help in order to survive. Original.

“Scintillating sexual chemistry.”—Lauren Dane, New York Times bestselling author *Alison Kent After doing

The SEAL's Secret Lover Anne Calhoun 2016-02-02 The first in the Alpha Ops novella series that features an alpha

time at Fortune 500 companies on both coasts, Anne Calhoun, national bestselling author of numerous novels

Navy SEAL who meets his match in a buttoned-up firecracker who is hiding a passionate side. Logistics director

including Jaded, Unforgiven, and Uncommon Pleasure, landed in a flyover state, where she traded business casual

Rose Powell agreed to chaperone her grandmother on a guided tour of Roman ruins on one condition: her brother

for yoga pants and decided to write down all the lively story ideas that got her through years of monotonous

Jack would come with her. But when Jack backs out, his best friend and fellow SEAL Keenan Parker takes his

corporate meetings. Anne holds a BA in History and English, and an MA in American Studies from Columbia

place. Without a working cell phone, Rose's orderly world drifts into dreamy days and hot, secret nights in

University. When she’s not writing her hobbies include reading, knitting, and yoga. She lives in the Midwest

Keenan's bed. Keenan left the Navy but never made it any farther than Istanbul, much less to a viable future.

with her family and singlehandedly supports her local Starbucks.

Until he does, he'll show Rose things she didn't know about herself. Can he give his heart and his future to the

Deep, Dark & Dangerous Jaid Black 2006-03-07 A star in a world of wealth and privilege.... Fed up with

woman he promised his best friend he'd never touch?

Hollywood backstabbing, famous movie actress Madalyn Simon decided to escape the spotlight. Her new back-to-

The SEAL's Rebel Librarian Anne Calhoun 2016-03-01 The second in the Alpha Ops novella series that features an

basics existence in an Alaskan cabin did take getting used to, but at least she was in control of her own destiny -- or

alpha Navy SEAL and the librarian who brings him to his knees. Jack Powell never planned on leaving the

so she thought. While snowmobiling on the frigid coast with her sister, the pair is taken hostage by a band of

Navy, but his final mission as a SEAL left him with a tremor and a bad case of nerves. He's home, taking some

rough men who want them -- for reasons beyond imagining. A captive in a world of inescapable seductions....

college classes and trying to figure out what comes next when he meets Erin Kent, a divorced college librarian

They are neo-Vikings from a hidden underworld, in search of women Outsiders to breed for the New Sweden

with an adventurous bucket list and a mission to get her ex-husband's voice out of her head. Jack guides Erin

clan. Their sexy leader, Otar, wants only one woman: Madalyn. Overpowered by his masculine strength and

through skydiving and buying the motorcycle of her dreams, blithely accepting Erin's promise that their

unmasked desire, Madalyn must become Otar's wife or face the marriage auction block. Now, in a world beyond

relationship is purely temporary. But when Jack gets the chance to go back into the shadowy world of security

dreams and as real as the hot flesh of her enticing warrior-husband, Madalyn discovers the power of an all-

contracting, can he convince Erin to break her word and join him on the adventure of a lifetime?

consuming passion -- as the fires of revolution threaten all she has come to love....

How the Irish Became White Noel Ignatiev 2012-11-12 '...from time to time a study comes along that truly can be

The Chase Erin McCarthy 2011-04-05 Kendall Holbrook is determined to make it to the top, even with the

called ‘path breaking,’ ‘seminal,’ ‘essential,’ a ‘must read.’ How the Irish Became White is such a study.' John

challenge of being a woman on the male-dominated racing circuit. She doesn't have time for romance-especially

Bracey, W.E.B. Du Bois Department of Afro-American Studies, University of Massachussetts, Amherst The Irish

not with racing rival Evan Monroe, the man who nearly crushed her dream years ago. Tricked into meeting him,

came to America in the eighteenth century, fleeing a homeland under foreign occupation and a caste system that

Kendall is experiencing all those old feelings again-and she can't deny that they still have enough chemistry to set

regarded them as the lowest form of humanity. In the new country – a land of opportunity – they found a very

fire to the track.

different form of social hierarchy, one that was based on the color of a person’s skin. Noel Ignatiev’s 1995 book –

What She Needs Anne Calhoun 2010-09-01 When Jack calls and tells me to meet him at the hotel bar, I know two

the first published work of one of America’s leading and most controversial historians – tells the story of how the

things: he wants to sleep with me, and I will let him. That's the rule. If I meet him, I do what he asks, when he

oppressed became the oppressors; how the new Irish immigrants achieved acceptance among an initially hostile

asks. I'm free to decline his invitation, but if I accept, I'll do what I'm told. I always accept.

population only by proving that they could be more brutal in their oppression of African Americans than the

Jaded Anne Calhoun 2014-02-04 They can’t hide from desire… After life as a cop in Denver leaves him burned-out,

nativists. This is the story of How the Irish Became White.

Lucas Ridgeway returns to Walkers Ford, South Dakota, to serve as their chief of police. He’s hoping to start over

Pushing to the Front Orison Swett Marden 1911

with a clean slate and avoid any emotional entanglements—even after his next-door neighbor kisses him senseless.

Slow Ride Erin McCarthy 2011-10-04 As a tribute to her late journalist father, Tuesday Jones is planning a career

Alana is passionate, dedicated, and most importantly leaving town soon. So why not have some fun? Alana

benefit, auctioning off racing memorabilia and meet-and-greets with drivers. Ex-racing star Diesel Lange has had

Wentworth comes from a larger-than-life political family, yet all she wanted was to be a librarian. Then after an

his own brush with death, and is determined not to waste another minute of his life- especially when he meets

embarrassing marriage proposal from Mr. Not-For-Her, she jumps at the chance to live her dream for a few

Tuesday. He wants nothing more than to shift their romance into high gear, but he knows she's still grieving. Can

months. She wasn't supposed to get involved with the community—or sexy, troubled Lucas. But when the time

Diesel do the one thing he could never do on the track and take it slow?

comes for Alana to put Walkers Ford behind her, she’s not ready. And Lucas may not be ready for her to go…

The Brain That Changes Itself Norman Doidge 2007-03-15 “Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and hopeful

Given Kelli Maine 2014-03-04 The emotional rollercoaster of the USA TODAY bestselling Give &Take series by

portrait of the endless adaptability of the human brain.”—Oliver Sacks, MD, author of The Man Who Mistook His

Kelli Maine continues! POSSESSION For Merrick and Rachael, Turtle Tear Island has become their own private

Wife for a Hat What is neuroplasticity? Is it possible to change your brain? Norman Doidge’s inspiring guide to the

paradise with days of unimaginable bliss and sizzling nights in the bedroom-and beyond. But Rachael and

new brain science explains all of this and more An astonishing new science called neuroplasticity is overthrowing

Merrick's happiness is shattered when his daughter, Nadia, suddenly becomes increasingly demanding of his time

the centuries-old notion that the human brain is immutable, and proving that it is, in fact, possible to change your

and devotion. It soon becomes clear that Merrick will have to make an agonizing choice: the woman whose love

brain. Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge, M.D., traveled the country to meet both the brilliant scientists championing

saved his tortured soul or the daughter he never knew existed . . . REVELATION Rachael can't stand the thought

neuroplasticity, its healing powers, and the people whose lives they’ve transformed—people whose mental

of losing Merrick after everything she's sacrificed to be with him. She had thought she and Merrick were done

limitations, brain damage or brain trauma were seen as unalterable. We see a woman born with half a brain that

with secrets, that the passion that burned so brightly between them had forged an unbreakable connection, but she

rewired itself to work as a whole, blind people who learn to see, learning disorders cured, IQs raised, aging brains

begins to wonder if she ever really knew the man at all. Now the love they've fought so desperately to protect

rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak, children with cerebral palsy learning to move with more grace,

may not be enough to save them . . . Praise for Kelli Maine! "TAKEN BY STORM is a passionate love story that

depression and anxiety disorders successfully treated, and lifelong character traits changed. Using these marvelous

grips you by the heart from the first page and doesn't let go. MJ and Maddie's love is soul-deep. Maine has written

stories to probe mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex, culture, and education, Dr. Doidge has written an

a masterpiece!" -- Kristen Proby, Bestselling Author of the With Me in Seattle series. "This book hooked me from

immensely moving, inspiring book that will permanently alter the way we look at our brains, human nature, and

the very beginning and glued me to every page. MJ stole my heart and quickly became one of my new favorite

human potential.

leading men. Loved it." -- Michelle Valentine, New York Times Bestselling Author of Rock the Heart

Lunch Karen Moline 2013-04-30 For readers of The New York Times bestselling Fifty Shades of Grey trilogy and

Hot Summer Nights Jaci Burton 2013-07-02 Passions ignite in these all-new stories from four bestselling masters of

Bared to You comes this intoxicating novel of passion and ultimate surrender . . . As a mega-superstar, Nick

contemporary romance… In Jaci Burton’s “Hope Smolders,” struggling divorcee Jane has put her personal life on

Muncie is accustomed to having any woman he wants. But lately, he's become disenchanted—until he notices a

hold to raise her kids—until she runs into Will, her ex’s former best friend, who convinces her it’s time to start

stunning woman in the trendy London restaurant where he is having lunch. Much to his surprise, Nick's charms,

having fun again. Carly Phillips takes you back to the town of Serendipity, where overworked Alexa has an

which have never failed him before, fall flat with artist Olivia Morgan. Instead of feeling defeated, he becomes

instant connection with a sinfully sexy football star on the dance floor. A one-night stand evolves into multiple

consumed with making her desire him. He commissions a portrait, and during the sexually charged sessions, the

nights when Luke decides to teach the good doctor about his own brand of fun. But when it’s time for him to

seduction begins as Nick engages Olivia in a twisted, erotic game of control. Extremely talented and confident,

leave town, will these “Perfect Strangers” be able to say goodbye for good? In Jessica Clare’s “Legend of Jane,” an

Olivia believes she's immune to Nick's attentions. But it isn't long before she finds herself fantasizing about him

intrepid Bloggess catches the eye of local law enforcement when she gets caught trespassing. Luckily, Luanne

and succumbing to his power to give pleasure yet cruelly deny it. As their lunchtime trysts quickly escalate,

wouldn’t mind getting handcuffed by Officer Hotness… Single girl Chelsea is tired of feeling like the fifth wheel

another player soon topples the rules and tests how far Olivia and Nick will go in their destructive cycle of

on her weekend jaunt to Lake Placid, until she gets stuck out in the cold and finds a muscular knight in shining

submission and obsession.

armor to warm her up—in Erin McCarthy’s “Ice Princess.”

Breath on Embers Anne Calhoun 2012-12-03 Christmas is the perfect time for firefighter Ronan O'Rourke to take

Leaping Hearts J.R. Ward 2012-07-03 A.J. Sutherland knows her own mind. She also knows a champion when she

things to the next level with his sexually adventurous girlfriend. He knows she has feelings for him—and he's

sees him… Everyone thinks A.J. Sutherland is crazy to buy a rogue stallion that no rider or trainer has been able to

sure of his feelings for her—but when Thea refuses his invitation to sample Christmas in New York City because

tame. But if anybody has the hustle to make something out of that hell-raiser, it’s her. She can’t do it alone,

what they share is nothing more than sheet-burning sex, Ronan sets out to change her mind. Deep down Thea

however, and goes after the great Devlin McCloud, an equestrian legend with a bad leg- and a worse attitude.

Moretti knows she cares for Ronan, but she can't move past her grief over her late husband. Loud music and sex

Devlin recognizes a fighter when he sees one- and that horse isn’t a wallflower, either. Before he knows it, he’s

with Ronan are the only things she's got that make her feel alive, so she takes as much of both as she can get. She
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Anne Calhoun 2012-09-04 Presents a collection of erotic romance stories from such authors

knows Ronan wants more, but during the darkest time of the year finding her way won't be easy. Ronan gambles
everything and challenges Thea: one night of passion with him and another man. Can he prove to her that what

as Anne Calhoun, Emelia Elmwood, Megan Hart, and Portia Da Costa.

they share isn't just great sex but an emotional connection strong enough to last forever? 38,000 words

Uncommon Pleasure Anne Calhoun 2013-03-05 From a “fresh and imaginative” (The Romance Studio) voice in

A Book for All Readers Ainsworth Rand Spofford 2020-08-11 Reproduction of the original: A Book for All Readers

erotic romance come the tales of two women, each daring to challenge the boundaries of the toughest of men...But

by Ainsworth Rand Spofford

in these edgy, heated encounters, the greatest thing each woman will risk is her heart. In “Over the Edge,” after a

Life of Edwin Forrest, the American Tragedian William Rounseville Alger 1877

tragic incident during Ty Hendricks’ last tour of duty, he cut off all connection with anyone he cares about—until

Spice Seressia Glass 2014 Preparing sensual confections at her bakery, Nadia attracts the attentions of human

a night with Lauren Kincaid draws him reluctantly back into the world. Lauren sees a wounded man in danger of

sexuality professor Kane, whose powerful seduction tempts Nadia to risk her heart. Original. 25,000 first printing.

losing everything to his inner demons, but the sensual, no-holds-barred fight for Ty’s soul could cost Lauren her

Evening Storm Anne Calhoun 2015-08-18 The national bestselling author of The List continues her sinfully

heart. In “All on the Line,” Abby Simmons fell hard for Lieutenant Sean Winthrop, but he sacrificed their

addictive Irresistible series... When it comes to the wolves of Wall Street, Ryan Hamilton is the leader of the pack.

relationship when he deployed to Afghanistan. Now he’s home, full of regrets and intent on winning back the

But his bravado is all bluff. The bank he works for is up to its assets in fraud and shady deals. And thanks to

woman he never forgot. Abby gives Sean her body but holds her heart aloof, until one night of pleasure forces her

pressure from the NYPD and FBI, Ryan is working as both a trader and a whistleblower. His only respite from

to choose either her U.S. Marine...or life without him, forever.

the tension is when he parades his latest arm candy at a fancy lingerie shop. Simone Demarchelier owns

Black Hills

Irresistible, crafting custom high-end lingerie. So she’s more than happy that Ryan is spending a fortune on his

Bernard Fresenborg

Bernard Fresenborg 2020-07-29 Reproduction of the original: Thirty Years in Hell by
Anne Calhoun 2013 If Adam Collins is going to ever reconnect with lost love Marissa Brooks, he's

women. But she senses that behind the hotshot facade there is something more. Something tortured and sad. And
when he flies her out to the Hamptons in the shadow of a summer thunderstorm in order to fix one of her designs,

going to have to get over the guilt of causing a peer's death 12 years ago--and the guilt over breaking Marissa's

she instead finds herself stuck in the opulent home with a distraught Ryan. Is Simone the one person who can

heart to join the Marines in the boy's place. Original.
Lorcan Dempsey 2014-08-18 Since he began posting in 2003, Dempsey has

mend Ryan’s heart and soul?
Liberating Lacey Anne Calhoun 2010-01 Newly divorced Lacey Meyers wasted too many years yawning through

used his blog to explore nearly every important facet of library technology, from the emergence of Web 2.0 as a

sex in the missionary position. Now she's looking for a hookup with a man who can make her shatter. What she

concept to open source ILS tools and the push to web-scale library management systems.

gets is a hot younger cop with handcuffs. . .and he's not afraid to use them. Hunter Anderson knows the score-

Creativity in the Classroom Alane J. Starko 2010 The fourth edition of this well-known text continues the mission

though classy, successful women like Lacey might play with guys like him, at the end of the evening, they walk.

of its predecessors âe" to help teachers link creativity research and theory to the everyday activities of classroom

But when one night leads to another and then another, he finds himself getting too attached to a woman he can't

teaching. Part I (chs 1-5) includes information on models and theories of creativity, characteristics of creative

have. Lacey knows Hunter-gorgeous, hard-edged and eight years younger-won't want anything permanent. No

people, and talent development. Part II (chapters 6-10) includes strategies explicitly designed to teach creative

matter how hot and daring he makes her first public sex, quickie, backseat encounter and secret fantasy role-play,

thinking, to weave creative thinking into content area instruction, and to organize basic classroom activities

she can't mistake adventurous sex for emotional involvement. They both know it's got to end, and soon, or

(grouping, lesson planning, assessment, motivation and classroom organization) in ways that support studentsâe(tm)

someone's going to get hurt. But can either of them go back to life without the other? Reader Advisory: Lacey's

creativity. Changes in this Edition: Improved Organization -- This edition has been reorganized from 8 to 10

highly erotic "forced" sex fantasy comes true in this book. Lucky her!

chapters allowing the presentation of theoretical material in clearer, more manageable chunks. New Material âe" In

Rome 1960 David Maraniss 2008-07-01 From the "New York Times"-bestselling author of "Clemente" and "When

addition to general updating, there are more examples involving middle and secondary school teaching, more

Pride Still Mattered" comes the blockbuster story of the 1960 Summer Olympics in Rome--17 days that helped

examples linking creativity to technology, new information on the misdiagnosis of creative students as ADHD, and

define the modern world.

more material on cross-cultural concepts of creativity, collaborative creativity, and linking creativity to state

The Onion Book of Known Knowledge The Onion 2012-10-23 Are you a witless cretin with no reason to live?

standards. Pedagogy & Design âe" Chapter-opening vignettes, within-chapter reflection questions and activities,

Would you like to know more about every piece of knowledge ever? Do you have cash? Then congratulations,

sample lesson ideas from real teachers, and end-of-chapter journaling activities help readers adapt content to their

because just in time for the death of the print industry as we know it comes the final book ever published, and the

own teaching situations. Also, a larger trim makes the layout more open and appealing and a single end-of-book

only one you will ever need: The Onion's compendium of all things known. Replete with an astonishing

reference section makes referencing easier. Targeted specifically to educators (but useful to others), this book is

assemblage of facts, illustrations, maps, charts, threats, blood, and additional fees to edify even the most simple-

suitable for any course that deals wholly or partly with creativity in teaching, teaching the gifted and talented, or

minded book-buyer, THE ONION BOOK OF KNOWN KNOWLEDGE is packed with valuable information-such

teaching thinking and problem solving. Such courses are variously found in departments of special education, early

as the life stages of an Aunt; places to kill one's self in Utica, New York; and the dimensions of a female bucket, or

childhood education, curriculum and instruction, or educational psychology.

"pail." With hundreds of entries for all 27 letters of the alphabet, THE ONION BOOK OF KNOWN

Nora Roberts 2009-07-07 In this #1 New York Times bestseller, Nora Roberts takes readers deep into

KNOWLEDGE must be purchased immediately to avoid the sting of eternal ignorance.

the rugged hills of South Dakota, where the shadows keep secrets, hunters stalk the land, and a friendship matures

Wuthering Nights Emily Bronte 2013-01-29 WUTHERING NIGHTS Romantics everywhere have been

into something more.... Cooper Sullivan spent the summers of his youth on his grandparents’ South Dakota ranch,

enthralled by Emily Bronte's classic novel of the tragic love between beautiful, spirited Catherine Earnshaw and

sharing innocent games and stolen kisses with the neighbor girl, Lil Chance. Now, twelve years after they last

dark, brooding Heathcliff. The restrained desire between these two star-crossed lovers has always smoldered on

walked together hand in hand, fate has brought them back to the Black Hills. Though the memory of Coop’s touch

the page. And now it ignites into an uncontrollable blaze. In WUTHERING NIGHTS, writer I.J. Miller

still haunts her, Lil has let nothing stop her dream of opening the Chance Wildlife Refuge, but something—or

reimagines this timeless story to reveal the passion between Catherine and Heathcliff--in all its forbidden glory. Set

someone—has been keeping a close watch. When small pranks and acts of destruction escalate into a heartless attack

against the stark, raw beauty of the English moors, Heathcliff, an abandoned orphan, recognizes his soulmate in

on Lil’s beloved cougar, memories of an unsolved murder have Coop springing to action to keep Lil safe. Both of

wild, impulsive Catherine, the only woman who can tame his self-destructive nature. And Catherine cannot deny

them know the natural dangers that lurk in the wild landscape of the Black Hills. But a killer of twisted and

the all-consuming desire she feels for him, despite his low birth. Together they engage in a fiery affair--one that

unnatural instincts has singled them out as prey....

will possess them, enslave them, and change their destinies forever...

The American Heiress Daisy Goodwin 2011-06-21 Now including an excerpt from VICTORIA: A Novel, by Daisy

The Penalty Box Deirdre Martin 2006-03-07 Everyone from Didsbury High remembers Katie Fisher as the

Goodwin, the Creator/Writer of the Masterpiece Presentation on PBS. "Anyone suffering Downton Abbey

dumpy brainiac from the poor side of town. Everyone from Didsbury High remembers Paul van Dorn as the

withdrawal symptoms (who isn't?) will find an instant tonic in Daisy Goodwin's The American Heiress. The story

school hockey star—and heartthrob. But now they’re facing off—and matching up in more ways than one. Katie’s

of Cora Cash, an American heiress in the 1890s who bags an English duke, this is a deliciously evocative first novel

lost the pounds, added some self-confidence, and become a drop-dead gorgeous sociology professor. And since a

that lingers in the mind." --Allison Pearson, New York Times bestselling author of I Don't Know How She Does It

series of concussions put an end to Paul’s pro-hockey career, his star has dimmed. Now he hits the ice as a youth

and I Think I Love You Be careful what you wish for. Traveling abroad with her mother at the turn of the

hockey coach. But he’s still got the hometown crowd behind him as the owner of a bar called the Penalty Box.

twentieth century to seek a titled husband, beautiful, vivacious Cora Cash, whose family mansion in Newport

Paul is reliving his glory days. Katie wishes she could put those years behind her. And the battle of wills that

dwarfs the Vanderbilts', suddenly finds herself Duchess of Wareham, married to Ivo, the most eligible bachelor in

ensues just might knock love right out of the game…

England. Nothing is quite as it seems, however: Ivo is withdrawn and secretive, and the English social scene is full

Give In To Me Lacey Alexander 2012-12-31 The H.O.T. Cops: Trained to impose the law, but naturally skilled at

of traps and betrayals. Money, Cora soon learns, cannot buy everything, as she must decide what is truly worth the

enforcing pleasure. Rogan Wolfe is a bad boy cop—the lone wolf on the force and in need of something new to

price in her life and her marriage. Witty, moving, and brilliantly entertaining, Cora's story marks the debut of a

excite him. Now he’s transferred to sexy South Beach in Miami—working undercover and looking for a fresh

glorious storyteller who brings a fresh new spirit to the world of Edith Wharton and Henry James. "For daughters

start. April Pediston is the epitome of responsible—overworked and under pressure as a high-powered attorney.

of the new American billionaires of the 19th century, it was the ultimate deal: marriage to a cash-strapped British

Then one night, unwinding at an oceanside club she’s never frequented before, she locks eyes with a stranger.

Aristocrat in return for a title and social status. But money didn't always buy them happiness." --Daisy Goodwin in

Rogan and April don’t seem a natural match. She’s a total professional. He’s rough around the edges and ready for

The Daily Mail One of Library Journal's Best Historical Fiction Books of 2011

anything—making April feel totally out of control. And, to her surprise, exhilarated. But stripped of her starched

Uncommon Passion Anne Calhoun 2013 Bidding on sexy SWAT officer Ben Harris at a bachelor auction, Rachel

suit, can she really succumb to his every demand? They’re headed to a place of desire and reawakening that’s

Hill, determined to lose her virginity, gets a no-strings-attached sexual education from a man who, living his life

about to change both their lives.

in a constant state of danger to escape his troubled past, does not believe in love. Original.

12 Shades of Surrender

Thirty Years in Hell
Unforgiven

The Network Reshapes the Library
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